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1.

MARI SANDOZ: PORTRAIT OF A SWISS AMERICAN AUTHOR

Laura Villiger

Land of Promise, where the gold flows, where buffaloes roam in big herds
attracting adventurous hunters, where Redskins are chased and defeated by cowboy
heroes-these are some of the ideas people in the 19th century commonly held about the
American West. Even today, the Old West is often associated with the same pictures.
But we also know today that these pictures largely belonged to a myth--a myth
propagated in Europe as well as in the so-called 'civilized' East of the American
continent. It helped to take hold of the Western territory not only in people's minds, but
also in reality.
To debunk the Westem myth for what it was and to contrast it with the true
West-these were some of the many merits of Mari Sandoz, the Swiss-American writer
and historian I'd like to introduce to you today. Had she still been alive, Mari Sandoz
would have celebrated her· hundredth birthday this year. Deplorably, within and outside
the U.S., her name is now virtually forgotten. But she deserves to be remembered, and
so it is in commemoration of this centennial that we have gathered here today--and that
I'd like to talk about her life and work.
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Perhaps it is no coincidence that someone of Swiss origin like Mari Sandoz came
to hold an unconventional view of America's history. For where the American West is
concerned, she professed an openness and independence that, at her time, had barely an
equal. But let us start at the beginning-at the roots of the Sandoz history. Who, then,
was Mari Sandoz? Where did she come from? What was her background?
Jules Sandoz, Mari's father, had left his native Neuchatel, Switzerland, in 1881,
aged twenty-two. He had been a medical student in Zurich, but a disagreement with his
family over money had caused this temperamental young man to travel across the Ocean
and seek his luck there. His great hope and ambition was to found a "Little Switzerland"
in the American Midwest.
Like many other settlers, his endeavors at farming suffered endless defeats--not
just because of the harsh and capricious climate of the Midwest, but also because cattle
ranchers were trying to assert themselves in the same area, claiming vast lands for their
herds. Unlike other pioneers, however, Jules did not give up. On the contrary, he
tenaciously held his ground for the rest of his life. His obduracy and charisma left a
deep impression on his daughter Mari. Mari was the first child of Jules and Mary.
Mary was Jules's fourth wife, and a Swiss, too. She had come, like many other
European women, to the Midwest's prairies quite unprepared for the harshness of pioneer
life. But unlike Jules's first three wives, she stuck to her lot, raising six children and

. supporting her eccentric husband with infinite patience and hard work.
Mari's childhood was undoubtedly a period of harsh confrontation with the settler
world. In a narrow sense, this meant the Sandoz family--her father, who was given to
unpredictable tempers, her overburdened mother, as well as her five siblings of whom
she had to take care. It moreover meant life in a shack, never-ending house chores, poor
clothing, and rare pleasure. In a wider sense, for Mari being a settler child implied little
contact outside her family, no schools within easy reach, and no infrastructure that would
have connected the Sandoz family with their neighborhood.

In this atmosphere of

material and emotional scarcity, personal exchanges and creative expression had little
chance. Mari, however, fleeing the constant pressures at home as often as she could,
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found relief in the natural environment and discovered its peculiar beauty. Her intimacy
with the land around her was not unlike that of the Lakota Indians who lived in the same
region.
So it was natural that the girl felt drawn to them, too. She eagerly listened to
their stories whenever they visited the Sandoz place, which was quite frequently, because
Jules had made friends with thei:n on first arriving. From the Lakotas' stories Mari learnt
of their life in pre-reservation days. These accounts were fundamental for her later
career, not only since they provided her with authentic material for her own stories and
books, but also because they enabled her to grasp the Native American world from
within. At the same time, this knowledge would allow her to look at her own cultural
background from a critical distance.
At the age of nine, Mari was finally allowed to go to a local school. Her father,
who strongly objected to the rudimentary educational system, was finally forced to do so
by the authorities. Only a few years later, when she was twelve, one of her stories was
accepted by the Omaha Daily News. The girl was overjoyed. Not even her father's rage
II

at such a foolish occupation as writing or his dictum that writers were the maggots of
II

society could now restrain her.
Throughout her adolescence and young adulthood, writing helped Mari to survive
the forbidding climate inside and outside her home.

But in 1919, after a short and

apparent! y stormy marriage to a Sandoz neighbor, Mari struggled free and escaped to
Lincoln, the state capital. From then on she would much prefer her personal freedom
and independence to any commitment to a man. Although over the years she made close
professional friends, her life, in its focus on research and writing, would at times assume
almost monastic qualities.
While attending university courses in Lincoln whenever money and time allowed,
Mari was encouraged by her teachers to collect material on her home region's history.
Soon she was spending hours compiling information at the Nebraska State Historical
Society. This material helped her to amplify her personal memories, while at the same
time providing her with a sound basis for her 'Sandhill stories' --a collection of stories set
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in her home region. Disappointingly, however, publishers showed little interest in her
accounts. To them Sandoz's stark realism was ill-suited for their readers, who seemed
to prefer lighter or more romantic versions of frontier and settler life. But in 1928, at
the age of thirty-two, she received recognition of a completely different and unexpected
kind: Her father, falling seriously ill and anticipating his death, asked her to write down
the story of his life.

Old Jules, the result of his request, is, however, more than a biography; it is a
detailed account of Nebraska's frontier era in which, amidst political upheavals, land
fights, and other struggles, Jules emerges as the central figure. After many unsuccessful
attempts with publishers, and having revised her manuscript several times, Sandoz finally
won the Atlantic nonfiction contest with Old Jules. The book was first published by
Atlantic Press in 1935.

With this final breakthrough Sandoz' belief in her artistic

strength returned. What encouraged her especially was the fact that critics were delighted
both with the frankness with which she pictured frontier life and with her unembellished
style. To give a first brief impression, here is a short passage from Old Jules. In it the
author describes one of the most powerful thunderstorms of her youth:
The last day of June the sun rose with a peculiar whiteness, casting a
bluish shadow behind every post and bush. About six o'clock a gray
cloud started directly overhead and spread. Two sharp, dry bolts of
lightning sent the grandmother and the boys scurrying into the house.
Ah, I don't like this Donner in the morning we have here in America. It brings
only bad before the night, the old woman complained.
11

11

11

We can use rain for the corn," Mary said as she strained the milk into
pans.
Without answering the old woman went out again, to look at the clearing sky,
shaking her head.
( ... )

Because it was clouding up Mary didn't go to the field after dinner. By
two o'clock the sky was covered and a great green sausage cloud rolled
in over Mirage Flats.
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( ... )

There was a faint rumble--such as the Indians had warned [Jules] against,
like a thousand buffalo stampeding over far prairie, their sharp hoofs
cutting the grass to powder. "Oh, hell!-Mary! Hail coming--Oh, ruin
me my corn and my trees."
Mary, coming through the garden gate, turned to follow Jules's pointing
finger, her skirts tucked high under her apron strings, the well-polished
hoe over her shoulder. "Ach!" She slammed the hoe on the fence. "So
it goes! Work, work, and then the hail comes and takes it all. Marie,
where is the baby?"
"Wo ist Grossmutter?" Jules fussed. "Why don't she come home when
a storm's coming?" Just then she came through the trees, the short,
plump old woman bent double under the weight of both Jules and the
baby pickaback.
Sending them into the lean-to, Mary nailed old sheets and blankets over
the windows to the west, while Jules carried a fifty-pound can of blasting
powder out of the house and covered it with a wooden washtub. Then
they huddled in the lean-to as far from the chimney as possible, Jules
with the children. By now the lightning was an almost continuous
blinding violet; the thunder rocked the house.
Then suddenly the hail was upon them, a deafening pounding against the
shingles and the side. of the house, bouncing high from the ground in
white sheets. One window after another crashed inward, the force of the
wind blowing the blankets and sheets into the room, driving the hail in
spurts across the floor, until white streaks reached clear across it. Water
ran in streams through the wide cracks between the boards.
The wind turned, and the south windows, unprotected, crashed inward
together, the house rocking with the blast. Mary ran to the bedroom,
pushed the bed into a far corner, rolled the tick and covers into a pile.
Outside the trees about the house were momentarily visible through the
gusts of hail, only naked sticks, stripped of all fruit and foliage. (OJ,
pp. 249-51)
The success of Old Jules spurred Sandoz to tackle new projects. Apart from two rather
unsuccessful novels also set in her home region she now focused on an aspect of the
frontier era she hadn't considered in depth so far--the Native Americans' share in it. In
particular the figure of the great Lakota chief Crazy Horse interested her, because of his
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ability as a leader, his personal qualities, and his tragic death. For her, his strategic
brilliance and his mysticism that had allowed him to dedicate his life to his people
qualified him as a true hero. In addition, she identified Crazy Horse with her own home
region. She was convinced that he had taken part in an incident on the spot where the
Sandoz homestead was later located.

When learning of her new project, an

anthropologist and clqse friend of Mari's, Eleanor Hinman, offered her the research
material she herself had collected on the subject of Crazy Horse. After some scrupulous
hesitation, Mari accepted her offer and started to do her own extensive research: For
weeks she travelled through the Lakota region accompanied by her close friend Helen
Blish, taking notes on historic sites and interviewing old Indians who could still recollect
some of their recent history. Moreover, the archives in Washington provided plentiful
and invaluable material on the Oglala Sioux. While re-experiencing the Lakotas' tragic
past, Sandoz came to realize that in order to treat their world adequately she had to
approach it from within--from a viewpoint as empathetic and Indian as possible. For her,
this could only be achieved by using a particular, highly stylized English--one that
somewhat echoed the Lakota language and their world order.

Although she never

actually spoke this Indian language, she grasped its rhythm and some of its rich imagery.
Her growing insight into the Lakota world sharpened the author's critical awareness of
her own White background-so much so that when later examining White-Indian
encounters, she would consciously avoid an exclusively White viewpoint and language,
thus trying to provide a balanced perspective.
The differences between the product of her research, Crazy Horse, and Old Jules
are considerable. But there is one striking parallel between the two works. Just as in
the account of her father's life, she here attempts to portray Crazy Horse's life alongside
with his people's history. Tragically, Crazy Horse was killed at the height of his life,
while trying to negotiate a peace agreement with white army officers at Fort Robinson.
Ironically, a victim of jealousy and false rumors, he was killed by one of his own men.
For Sandoz his death symbolized more than a hero's d~ath--it reflected the doomed future
of a whole people.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol33/iss1/4
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Having completed the first draft of Crazy Horse, Mari took it to all the
significant places dealt with, to check on factual accuracy once more and to deepen her
emotional insight into the world and characters depicted. To her great dismay, however,
she learnt that after submitting her completed manuscript to her publisher, Alfred Knopf,
most of the stylistic subtleties on which she had long been working were getting changed.
Without even waiting for the author's consent, her editors had decided to translate
original Lakota expressions into English, besides grammatically re-arranging entire
sentences. But even with editorial changes Crazy Horse did not bring the success Knopf
might have hoped for. At the time of its publication, 1943, the US was involved in
World War II in the role of a heroic defender against German aggressors. Very few
Americans at that time seemed interested in the dark aspects of their own past, let alone
where Indians were concerned. Like Sandoz, other Western writers had met with a
similar lack of interest: John G. Neihardt, for example, who had published his now
famous Black Elk Speaks in 1932, had to buy the left-over copies from his publisher
because the book sold so poorly. Also Frank Waters' novel Ihe Man Who Killed Deer,
published in 1941 and now considered a classic, remained virtually unnoticed for 20
years.

Alongside these works, Crazy Horse must have appeared too early for most

readers to understand. Sandoz, however, appreciated the fact that some writers she felt
congenial to--such as John G. Neihardt, Wallace Stegner or Jack Schaefer--admired her
book. Even more important was the positive response she received from Indians, many
of whom revered Crazy Horse like a messiah.

One Oglala, Chief Standing Bear,

remarked that the author .wrote "just like the good old Lakotas spoke". From Lone
Eagle, a remote descendant of Crazy Horse, she received this praise:
I recently read your splendid book Crazy Horse and must say, without
thought of flattery, that your writing is by far, and far the finest work
ever composed on this famous Dakota. I am also very happy, and much
surprised that you knew so many of the old timers that I have also
known. It was like reading a story of my friends to note the many
people you mention that were friends of my family many years ago.
Occasionally during the following years Indians, not always Sioux, called on the
author as a matter of respect. Once, after she had,, moved to New York, a group of
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Flatheads and northern Lakotas, most of them soldiers, stopped by. While they sat in
a circle, one gave a harangue in Lakota; then they read bits of the book, using sign
language. Before they took their formal leave, they gave her the double handshake, first
the right hand on top, then the left.

She was pleased and a little shaken by the

experience.
For a first illustration of Crazy Horse, let us now listen to a short passage from

L

it. Here Sandoz describes part of a sundance ceremony. More precisely, the Oglala
Sioux, gathering for this annual event, are reenacting the Battle of Little Bighorn, when
Crazy Horse's warriors celebrated a superior victory over the U.S. Army's General
Custer and his Seventh Cavalry:
Next there was the play battle, this time the fight on the Little Big Horn,
with the Crazy Horse warriors taking the pan of the Indians, the
friendlies and some of the traders' sons being the Long Hairs' [General
Custer's] soldiers. But when the fighting started the blood of the
warriors ran too hot and instead of using the bows just for touching, they
cried "Hoka hey!" and struck hard or even grabbed up the war clubs
from their belts. So the scouts and traders' sons fired with their
revolvers and drove the unarmed Indians from the dancing camp. But
they got some guns and came charging back, and now there was real
shooting, the women crying out as the sides pushed together. If one man
was hit to fall, it would be a bloody fight. White Hat saw this and
galloped in to stop his scouts, but the fighting was done before anyone
got there. Crazy Horse had ridden into the place of smoke and bullets
between the two sides and, holding his hand up in the peace sign, cried:
"Friends! You are shooting your own people!" Everything stopped, the
air still as before lightning, the people not seeming to breathe, afraid a
bullet would find the man of the Oglalas, for there were surely some
who would shoot if they thought no one could say who it was, afraid
only that the Crazy Horse people would tear them to pieces as the angry
grizzly does the rabbit that gets in his way. (CH, 65-66)
In 1943, after several years of living and writing in Denver, Mari moved to New
York City, where she had free access to all the excellent research libraries. When once
friends asked her why she didn't want to return to her beloved home region, she replied
in her typically terse manner: "An outpost in New York is very useful when you have
to talk editors down. From Lincoln or Denver you know nothing; from Greenwich
Village you know it all, no matter how seldom one is there."
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Although Sandoz often spoke disparagingly of the East and its inhabitants, she
liked Manhattan immensely before long. At that time Fiorello LaGuardia was mayor of
the city, and his benign influence was felt everywhere. In the Village there was a
neighborly friendliness that appealed to her in particular. She would, for example, have
her morning coffee at the same drugstore every day, often together with other writers and
artists.

And she often revised her texts while sitting in one of the cafes, thereby

becoming something of a local celebrity.
Once settled down, Sandoz resumed her usual long working hours, often sleeping
no more than four or five hours a night. She did make time for friends who visited from
the West and for her New York acquaintances, but it was usually only a short while
before she returned to work. She soon knew many people in publishing and entertained
an active interest in the arts, but she steered clear of social commitments. Her friends
simply had to accept her overwhelming interest in writing. When she felt people .getting
too close, she would blow up over a trifle, to keep them at a distance. And yet there
were times when she suffered from loneliness. And there was a part in her that was
eager to please and to be recognized. So sometimes she found herself giving too much
of her time to people she had no obligation to. She read many manuscripts, for instance,
sometimes from complete strangers, or she answered too many letters in too much detail.
Besides working on several new projects, she now continued research on Indian
history.

This time her attention was focused on the tragic fate of the Northern

Cheyennes, who in the winter of 1878-79 had fled from an Oklahoma reservation in the
South back to their homelands in Montana. To explore the regions to be covered in her
future book she spent the fall of 1949 traveling. In the course of her journey she made
a number of significant discoveries. And again she was struck by the braveness the
Cheyenne people had professed on their flight, for despite being attacked by the army and
massacred several times they had persisted in making their way home. At the same time,
however, Sandoz was also extremely grieved by the misery of modern reservation
Indians.
Since the end of the war a lot of the government subsidies had been cut and
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hospitals and schools closed. Determined that something must be done to alleviate this
miserable situation, she wrote to President Truman, corresponded with several
congressmen and contacted Alexander Lesser, then chairman of the Association of
American Indian Affairs. Later she would even speak at the Association's meetings.
Last but not least she entertained a lively contact with the people on the Lame Deer
Reservation in Montana. A result of this was that she helped one of the first Indian
women to receive a graduate scholarship.
In 1950, between completing Cheyenne Autumn and getting it published, Sandoz
received an honorary Doctorate of Literature from the University of Nebraska. To her,
this was indeed a great honor, for it confirmed that even without much formal schooling
she had accomplished scholarship of high rank. Ironically, however, at the same time
she was plagued with severe financial difficulties. To get over the worst she turned to
"bread and butter" fiction--a decision which, considering her resilient nature, seemed
rather dubious.

Luckily, however, not all the writings of that period served a

commercial purpose.
In 1953, after the usual lengthy battles over editing, Cheyenne Autumn was finally
published. This time, Sandoz had won her battles with editors--to the great benefit of the
book: In this dense account she manages to compel her readers not only through the
action as such, but just as well through a wealth of carefully studied detail and through
her ability to address a theme of eternal significance--that of a doomed people. Her book
was greeted with spontaneous enthusiasm. Many readers found it easier to understand
than Crazy Horse, possibly because of the author's use of white-man dates and place
names, possibly also, because its clear story line and archetypal theme appealed to most;
or, quite simply, because readers had finally got used to the author's Indian idiom. A
young Episcopalian seminarian, Peter J. Powell, was so impressed with Cheyenne

Autumn that he made Cheyenne religious life his major research interest. Father Powell
first called on Mari to tell her of his admiration for her earlier Crazy Horse, thus
beginning a lifelong friendship. She assisted him in his initial search for information,
introduced him to people on the northern reservation, and counseled him on many points
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of Cheyenne culture. Powell's own famous study on the Cheyennes-Sweet Medicine-is
studded with footnotes crediting his friend Sandoz.
In 1963 Cheyenne Autumn was turned into a Hollywood production with the
author's consent. Unfortunately, however, the film version by John Ford ended up
utterly distorting Sandoz's carefully balanced account.

It was a typical Hollywood

Western that only hardened her conviction that most Whites were neither willing nor able
to understand Native American history and culture.

The years following the publication of Cheyenne Autumn were busier than ever
for Mari Sandoz: Back in 1952 she had been commissioned to write an account on
America's buffalo hunters-a task which, after the appearance of her Cheyenne story, she
addressed with renewed vigor. She herself had long been considering a whole series on
the history of the Great Plains, so a book on the buffaloes and their hunters came as a
welcome challenge. On the whole, the author's picture of this era was anything but
apologetic of Whites.
The buffalo had long represented the Plains Indians' traditional subsistence, but
as White hunters began to encroach upon Indian territory, killing animals in ever larger
numbers, the natural equilibrium was destroyed and the Indians were faced with
starvation. Indeed, according to Sandoz, most buffalo hunters were ruthless exploiters
and their actions had to be viewed both as a product and a tool of colonial expansion.
So not even the stock Westem heroes, such as Wild Bill Hickock, General Philip
Sheridan, or Buffalo Bill Cody received any of her admiration.
With several successful titles on the Great Plains, the author had now firmly
established herself as a Midwestern writer and historian. Her schedule was exhaustingapart from traveling to conferences and writing workshops she tried to continue with a
further book on the Plains history, covering the landfights between settlers and cattlemen.
But then she was faced with a number of crises. First, two of her friends committed
suicide, allegedly because they had been hounded by McCarthy people. Then she was
diagnosed with breast cancer and had to go to a hospital for an operation. She vowed
that she would not let the disease terrorize her--as a child she had had a gun pointed at
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her twice by her furious father, so now she would not let herself panic. And she did not.
Within a very short time she was up and moving about. When she felt her wound was
not healing fast enough, she resorted to a method she had learnt from an account of a
19th century colonel. He had put soldiers with stubborn wounds out into the air so they
could dry more quickly. Mari adapted this treatment to her New York environment,
using a fan instead of wind in her apartment.
As a concession to her convalescence and in order to do more research for her
next book, Sandoz did not teach her usual Writers Workshop in Wisconsin in summer
1954. The thought of her absence seems to have distressed several faculty members

as

well as the students. One professor protested:
One of the things you have done best for the Writer's Institute is to
infuse the feeling of urgency. [ ... ) Even those with little talent have felt
the force of this belief. The word 'inspiration' has been trivialized but
what it used to mean is what I mean that the students have got from you.
In spring 1958 The Cattlemen-a sequel to The Buffalo Hunters--was published.
Like The Buffalo Hunters, this history focused on an animal's role in the process of
colonial expansion-that of America's cattle. According to Sandoz, similar mechanisms
of conquest and subdual were still at work in this later period. But while in the era of
the buffalo hunters white men had fought for supremacy over Indians, they now fought
for dominance over each other. In her childhood she had experienced the fierceness of
some of these cattlemen as they were trying to claim land and assert themselves in her
home region. So it was from a highly authentic if not wholly neutral viewpoint that she
described their doings and wrongdoings.
In honor of the publication of The Cattlemen, a Mari Sandoz day was pronounced
in Nebraska.

And in order to introduce her book where she was less well-known, the

author traveled to different parts of the country; but annoyingly, although her title was
on the New York Times best-seller list, there were often not enough copies in the stores
where she was autographing.

As a result of her publisher's poor marketing, she

concentrated on working with the University of Nebraska Press, a more neutral and less
profit-oriented publisher. Bruce Nicoll, its director, asked Sandoz to advise him in
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planning a new venture, Bison Books-a line of quality paperbacks which would include
reprints of western classics. One of her first suggestions was John G. Neihardt's Black
Elk Speaks, which she considered one of the best first-hand accounts of American Indians

with any flavor of the old days.
The years 1961 and 1963 were mostly spent on research trips. Once Sandoz
visited her family in the sandhills and traveled through western Nebraska and the Black
Hills with her youngest sister Caroline. To get prepared for yet another project, she
wanted to refresh her feeling for the great expanse of prairie out there. For up to the
mid-19th century, the Teton Sioux had gathered there every summer. Twenty thousand
Indians could live there for two weeks, with enough grass on the hills for forty thous~d
horses.
Current Indian affairs also continued to keep her occupied.

She had been

distressed when, in 1953, Congress has passed a bill giving legal jurisdiction over
reservation Indians to the states without the consent of the Indians. Even more so, she
regretted the fact that thousands of Sioux were forced off their reservations to seek jobs
in large cities. To help, she used her influence in whatever way she could, going to
Washington for hearings, for example, or to talk to government officials.
In 1963 Sandoz intensified her research on the beaver trade--the topic of her last
major book and the third in her Great Plains Series, 1he Beaver Men. Chronologically
the first in the series, this work traces the very beginnings of America's colonization.
To describe the political, sociological, and ecological implications of that process,
Sandoz, again concentrates on the role of an animal-this time the beaver.

In this

manner, she manages to shed light on early forms of colonial aggression. In so doing,
she redefines the celebrated onset of Euro-American civilization as the beginning of a
protracted tragedy--that of the systematic and large-scale destruction of the many
indigenous cultures. Often there is irony in her dry way of stating horrible facts, as e.g.
in the following passage on missionaries:
In 1702 Father Carheil urged the complete destruction of the Five
Nations as a way to protect western trade.
With The Beaver Men, The Buffalo Hunters, and The Cattlemen, most of the
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history of the American Midwest since the coming of the white men had been embraced.
Still missing in the author's reconstruction was now only an account on the
industrialization in the twentieth century. This she planned to tackle in a further volume
_of her 'Great Plains Series'. With such future plans in mind and various unfinished
projects at hand, work was not even deferred when, in 1964, she had to go to hospital
for a second cancer operation.

Maybe because Sandoz realized that her days were

counted, she pressed on with what there was to finish.
Nevertheless, writing became more and more difficult as the author's illness
progressed. She managed to complete a few projects she felt were most important. But
in early 1966 she had to be taken to hospital again, where, on March 10, she died. As
had always been her wish, she was buried without ceremony, in the Sandhills near her
father's ranch.
Before closing, let us now again.listen to Sandoz's voice. More precisely, let me
present in a little more detail one of her two voices--her "Indian" one. As mentioned
earlier, for Sandoz bot.11 the White and the Indian worlds are governed by two different
logics. Time, space, and the human being can never be understood as objectively given
concepts; they must always be perceived in terms of each respective world--White or
Indian. So, for Sandoz to do justice to these worlds is to represent them as specifically
White or Indigenous.
What marks Sandoz's Indigenous voice as such? How, for example, does she
represent the Indian idea of time and space, or the concept of oneness of all ways of
being?

Of course, considering the vast difference between English and Lakota or

Cheyenne, it is virtually impossible to approximate these Indigenous concepts in English.
What Sandoz does achieve, however, is a highly poetic English reminiscent of Neihardt's

Black Elk. One of its most noticeable characteristics is its strong rhythm with a strong
pulsating beat suggesting a sense of continuity and interrelate4ness. What adds to this
rhythm and heightens the sense of continuity is the frequent repetition of certain phrases.
It is by such stylistic devices as these that Sandoz manages to evoke e.g. the impression
of migratory movement in Indian life.
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In addition, Sandoz's Indian texts are replete with images that suggest not only

something of the Indian universe and its animateness, but also something of its people's
intimate rapport with this universe. Natural elements, animal and plant life, as well as
human possessions serve to create an intricate web within which the human being is
situated. In this way, Sandoz's imagery also heightens the poetic character of her texts,
and since the same images often recur, they tune in well with the general rhythm of her
Indian idiom. To do justice to the richness of her language, I would like to conclude
with one last passage from Crazy Horse, talks to his son, whose name as a boy is Curly.
The father is looking towards their people's future, thinking of what his son's task in life
could be:
With the first noisy gathering of the mountain jays for their flight South,
the people began to scatter from the great council at Bear Butte. The
Oglalas and Brules of the upper Platte country started first, moving off
westward around the Black Hills, to separate later at some fork in the
travois trail or to make their winter camps together. Then the Two
Kettles and the No Bows left, and the Blackfoot and the Hunkpapas, until
only the poles of the great council lodge stood on the sacred place, to fall
under some far-off winter storm, back to the earth from which they
grew.
Crazy Horse and his son went out from the butte in a direction that had
no trail. They rode alone, each leading a pack horse, and several times
the father stopped to smoke and consider, the son quiet beside him.
Finally he picked a high point, and when they climbed to the top it was
as he had wished: A place that looked far over a country stretching
away in the sun like the shadow-marked flank of a buckskin horse, while
just below them lay a sheltered little valley, with trees and a stream.
Here the Lakota father sat and made a long smoke. And as he smoked
he remembered many things of this place, and many things of his young
Brule wife who bore him two sons before she died, sons that seemed like
no others among the Oglalas, particularly this first-born beside him,
whose eyes and whose way had long seemed chosen for sacred things,
not only to him as the father but also to him as a holy man. He had
waited several years for this son to speak of what was within him and
now, because it seemed that he must make the words soon or lose power,
the father had brought him up here, for as the tree that does not leaf in
its time, so it is with the man who does not use the power that rises in
his youth.
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[... ]
Quietly, thoughtfully, the father stroked the hair of his pipe case for the
wisdom he must have to speak to his son. Finally he began.
There, in the little valley below them, was the place where Curly had
first come into the sunlight of a fall day like this. It was during the very
bad times for the Lakotas of the Shell river, for all their relatives. The
Brules' camp were crazy from the white man's whiskey, the lodges old
and tom because the new skins were made into robes to trade for the
burning cup, and many children went hungry because none would go far
enough to make a good hunt. Many of the young Brules died; others,
like Spotted Tail, vowed never to touch the whiskey. Among his own
people, the Oglalas, there was even greater trouble, with much
quarreling and fighting, the blood of their brothers spilled on the ground.
Since then there had been no man strong enough to bring them together.
Now it was not only the Oglalas that must be brought together, if their
lands and people were to be saved, but all the Tetons, all brought .
together and held against the guns and the presence of the whites.
"Somewhere, a good man must rise from the young ones among us,"
Crazy Horse told his Son, "one who has had no part in the old troubles.
It will not be enough for him to speak words of wisdom if he cannot give
the people ears to ear and hearts to make them strong against the power
of the white man's favor. He must be one who does great deeds for the
young to see, great deeds for the people. It will take a very big, a very
strong man, one the people can see standing above the others."

I hope that, with this, we could give you some idea about Mari Sandoz and her
work. Maybe some of you would even like to read one of her books. So please feel free
to [look at the books I've brought along] and pick up a reading list with the titles of her
major works. If not in stock, they can easily be ordered. Thank you for your attention.
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